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Ready for Retirement? 

 It’s not all about the Benjamin’s 

 

 How anthropologists fit in 

 

 AARP’s 10-step approach 

 

 
 



1. Define Your Retirement 



1. Define Your Retirement 



1. Define Your Retirement 

Bottom Line = Being specific and setting realistic goals will 

help make your perfect retirement more attainable. 

 

Action Item = Write your objectives down, and focus on 

your top five goals. Keep a scrapbook or start a journal 

depicting how you envision your retirement. 



2. Take Stock of Your “Assets” 
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2. Take Stock of Your “Assets” 

Bottom Line = Many hobbies and skills can be turned into 

real income in your retirement years. 

 

Action Item = Make a list of all your hobbies, passions and 

skills. Then start thinking about how you can morph them 

into money-making endeavors. 



3. Evaluate Your Health – Now  
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3. Evaluate Your Health – Now  

Bottom Line = To get the most out of your retirement, 

make a commitment now to living a healthy lifestyle. 

 

Action Item = Schedule your annual checkups and 

preventative exams and work with your provider on a plan 

to improve or maintain your health. 



4. Determine When to Collect  
    Social Security 
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www.aarp.org/socialsecuritybenefits 

 

AARP Social Security Benefits Calculator 

http://www.aarp.org/socialsecuritybenefits


4. Determine When to Collect       
    Social Security 

Bottom Line = Deciding when to start collecting Social 

Security will have a direct impact on how much you’ll get in 

monthly benefits. 

 

Action Item = Use the AARP Social Security Benefits 

Calculator at www.aarp.org/socialsecuritybenefits to help 

you make an informed decision.  

http://www.aarp.org/socialsecuritybenefits


5. Network Through Social Media 
    and Other Means 
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5. Network Through Social Media     
    and Other Means 

Bottom Line = The more socially active you are both 

online and offline, the more opportunities you can create for 

yourself. 

 

Action Item = Converse with people who share similar 

skills and interests and prepare clear, direct answers to 

such questions as “How can you use your talents and 

experience to contribute to an organization or cause?” 



6. Decide How Much You Want 
    (or Need) to Work 
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6. Decide How Much You Want 
    (or Need) to Work 
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4 Pillars of  Financial Security in Retirement 

 



6. Decide How Much You Want  
    (or Need) to Work 

Bottom Line = You may have to stretch limited money and 

give up some retirement goals or stay in the workforce in 

some capacity to help pay for your retirement dreams. 

 

Action Item = Make a pros and cons list of how work will 

impact your lifestyle in retirement and think about how 

many hours a week you will need to work to support your 

retirement goals. 

 



7. Create a Retirement Budget 



AARP Retirement Calculator 



7. Create a Retirement Budget 

Bottom Line = Know how much money is coming in, how 

much it will cost to support your retirement goals and how 

much debt you have.  

 

Action Item = Use the AARP Retirement Calculator at 

www.aarp.org/retirementcalculator to see if your expenses 

match your income and to track your savings. 

http://www.aarp.org/retirementcalculator


8. Find New Ways to Cut Your  
    Expenses (Start Saving More) 
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8. Find New Ways to Cut Your  
    Expenses (Start Saving More) 

Extras To Consider Doing Without 
Monthly 

Cost 

Savings Over 10 Years 

At A 5% Rate of Return 

With All Earnings Reinvested 

Weekly dinner for 2 @ $50 $200 $31,186 

Premium cable TV subscription $80 $12,474 

Movie & popcorn for 2 @ $32 twice a 

month 

$64 $9,998 

Daily lottery ticket $30 $4,678 



8. Find New Ways to Cut Your  
    Expenses (Start Saving More) 

Bottom Line = Saving more now will always make you 

more prepared, and now is the time to find new ways to cut 

your expenses. 

 

Action Item = Start by listing all of your bills, categorize 

them as necessities versus luxuries and then figure out 

ways to trim them. 

 



9. Prepare for the Unexpected 



9. Prepare for the Unexpected 

One of 4 Americans aged 50+ currently 

care for an older relative or friend 

Average loss for those leaving workforce 

early or cutting hours 
 

$303,880 
 

MetLife & Univ. of Michigan 



9. Prepare for the Unexpected 

www.aarp.org/decide 
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9. Prepare for the Unexpected 

Bottom Line = Consider how you would deal with major 

events now so you won’t get caught off guard later. 

 

Action Item = Complete the self-assessment quizzes and 

utilize the calculators and other resources from AARP’s 

Decide.Create.Share campaign at www.aarp.org/decide.  

http://www.aarp.org/decide


10. Stick to Your Plan  
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10. Stick to Your Plan  
 

Bottom Line = We are creatures of habit and it’s common 

to revert to old habits after trying a new course. While this 

step is the most challenging, it’s also the most rewarding. 

 

Action Item = Connect with others going through the same 

life changes and communicate with your loved ones. 

AARP’s Retirement Possibilities online community can 

help: www.aarp.org.  

 

 

http://www.aarp.org
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Are You Ready for Retirement? 
 



Disclaimer: 

This presentation is intended to be informational and educational and DOES NOT constitute 

investment advice. We strongly recommend that you seek the advice of a tax, legal and financial 

services professional before making decisions related to any investment or other financial 

decisions. AARP is not responsible for the consequences of any decisions or actions taken in 

reliance upon or as a result of the information provided during this event.  

 

Ready for Retirement? 
Tools to Achieve Peace of Mind 

www.aarp.org/readyforretirement 

 

http://www.aarp.org/readyforretirement


Questions? 
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